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We look for signals of ritiality in multifragment prodution in heavy-ion ollisions using model-
independent universal utuations theory. The phenomenon is studied as a funtion of system size,
bombarding energy, and impat parameter in a wide range of INDRA data. For very entral ollisions
(b/bmax < 0.1) we nd evidene that the largest fragment in eah event, Zmax, plays the role of
an order parameter, dening two dierent regimes at low and high inident energy, respetively,
aording to the saling properties of its utuations. Data for a wide range of system masses and
inident energies ollapse on to an approximately universal saling funtion in eah regime for the
most entral ollisions. The forms of the saling funtions for the two regimes are established, and
their dependene on the total mass and the bombarding energy is mapped out. Data suggest that
these regimes are linked to the disappearane of heavy residues in entral ollisions.
I. INTRODUCTION
It has long been hoped that the study of nulear multi-
fragmentation reations as observed in intermediate en-
ergy heavy-ion ollisions [1, 2, 3, 4, 5℄ an give valu-
able information on the nulear matter phase diagram
and equation of state [6, 7, 8℄. The prinipal guide-wire
for this researh has been the searh for signs of some-
thing analogous to a liquid-gas phase transition in data
on intermediate mass fragment (IMF) prodution, ever
sine the observation of power laws in fragment mass-
yield distributions [9, 10℄, reminisent of the ondensa-
tion of liquid drops in a ritial vapour [11℄. This eort
was enouraged by the failure of statistial models of hot
nulear deay [12, 13, 14℄ to explain the observed frag-
ment yields [2, 15℄ unless they suppose the break up of
the system at low densities [16, 17, 18℄ where the phase
transition may our [6℄.
Signals of the phase transition in experimental data
on multifragmentation may be revealed by anomalously
∗
deeased
large utuations of fragment observables [19, 20, 21℄.
The main obstales to suh endeavours insofar as exper-
imental data are onerned are the huge statistial u-
tuations inherent to small systems suh as atomi nulei,
and the still-open question of the mehanism(s) of frag-
ment prodution in heavy ion ollisions at intermediate
energies [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33,
34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39℄. Indeed in all experimental studies
of the question, at the same time as one is searhing for
evidene of the phase transition of a piee of hot nulear
matter [35℄, one is (impliitly or not) obliged to elui-
date the manner in whih suh an exited system may be
formed in the ourse of ertain reations [34℄. The solid-
ity of any experimental evidene for a link between mul-
tifragmentation and the nulear matter phase diagram
will be undermined by any remaining ambiguity about
the dominant mehanism of fragment prodution in the
seleted sample of experimental events, and it would be
preferable to be able to address the question of phases
in nulear multifragmentation independently of reation
mehanism.
It is for this reason that the theory of the universal
harater of order parameter utuations in nite sys-
tems proposed by Botet and Pªoszajzak [40, 41, 42, 43℄
2provides an attrative opportunity to address the ques-
tion of phase transitions indued by heavy-ion ollisions
in the least ambiguous way possible. Aording to their
work, it is possible to obtain pertinent information on the
relationship between the formation of lusters in a system
and the phase transition(s) of said system without need-
ing to haraterise the state of the system under study to
the extent of, for example, supposing it to be in thermo-
dynamial equilibrium at the time of luster formation.
One needs only to study the properties of the lusters:
speially, all pertinent information an be obtained
from a suiently preise measurement of the event-by-
event distributions of luster multipliity and the size of
the largest luster produed. The attrativeness of suh
an approah in the domain of nulear fragmentation re-
ations is obvious, for the reasons given above: although
the mehanism of fragment prodution remains an open
question, for several years now large solid-angle multide-
tetor arrays suh as INDRA have provided high-quality
data on the multipliity and the size (harge) of the frag-
ments produed in suh reations.
A rst appliation of the universal utuations the-
ory to INDRA data for entral ollisions of Xe+Sn from
25 to 50A MeV was published in [44℄. In this paper we
will present the results of the same analysis applied to a
wide range of systems measured with INDRA. As in [44℄
we observe a signature ompatible with the existene of
dierent regimes at dierent bombarding energies. This
behaviour disappears for less entral ollisions. By apply-
ing the analysis to data for olliding systems with total
mass number between 73 and 394 we will show the mass
dependene of the energy of transition between the two
regimes, as well as presenting a systemati study of the
universal saling funtions observed in the low- and high-
energy regimes.
II. UNIVERSAL FLUCTUATIONS OF THE
ORDER PARAMETER IN FINITE SYSTEMS
Universal saling laws of utuations (the ∆-saling
laws) have been derived for equilibrium systems, and
shown to apply also in ertain out-of-equilibrium situ-
ations. In a system in whih the seond-order ritial
behaviour an be identied, the relation between order
parameter, ritiality and saling law of utuations has
been established and the relation between the saling
funtion and the ritial exponents has been found. De-
tails an be found in [43℄.
Experimental observables that may be related to a rit-
ial order parameter an be identied through their ∆-
saling behaviour. The ∆-saling is observed when two
or more probability distributions PN [m] of the observable
m for a system of 'size' N ollapse onto a single saling
urve Φ(z(∆)) independent of system size when plotted
in terms of the saling variables:
< m >∆ PN [m] = Φ(z(∆)) = Φ
(
m− < m >
< m >∆
)
(1)
where < m > is the mean value of the distribution PN [m]
and
1
2 ≤ ∆ ≤ 1. < m > plays the role of a sale param-
eter and an replae N as a measure of the size of the
system. A less strong (neessary but not suient) ondi-
tion for ∆-saling is that the variane of the distribution
should sale with its mean value as
σ2 ∼< m >2∆ (2)
so that in a log-log plot of σ2 versus < m >2 data should
fall on a straight line of slope ∆.
The saling law Equation 1 with ∆ = 12 is assoiated
with low temperature (ordered) systems, or with ob-
servables whih are not related to an order parameter.
Saling with ∆ = 1 is seen at high temperature (dis-
ordered system) and also for ritial systems. For m
to be an order parameter it must exhibit a orrespond-
ing hange of ∆-saling regime when some suitable on-
trol parameter (e.g. available energy, temperature, bond-
breaking probability, et.) is varied.
Here it is worth saying a word about the omparison of
experimental distributions using Eq.1 and the determina-
tion of ∆-saling regimes for data. As the transformation
from experimental observable to the saling variable z(∆)
is a linear transformation, the form of the Φ(z(∆)) dis-
tribution is the same as that of PN [m]. However, the
presene of the exponent ∆ in the sale fator < m >∆
means that two idential distributions will appear dier-
ent (their widths will be dierent) if they are saled using
a value of ∆ whih is not the one relating the mean values
and varianes of the two distributions via Eq.2. For ex-
ample, onsider two Gaussian distributions whose widths
and mean values are related via Eq.2 with ∆ = 1. In this
ase the use of Eq.1 with, for example, ∆ = 12 would not
lead to a universal saling funtion: the widths of the
two saled distributions would be dierent, and, beause
of the normalisation of Φ(z(∆)), the height of the distri-
butions would dier also. It should also be noted that
the relationship between the mean and the variane of
a set of distributions, i.e. the value of ∆ if Eq.2 holds,
is quite independent of the form of the distributions: a
given value of ∆ does not imply a ertain type of distri-
bution, and vie versa.
More detailed information on the state of the system
and the fragmentation proess may be found in the form
of the saling funtions Φ(z(∆)), Eq. 1. For systems
far from a ritial point, the entral limit theorem tells
us that for an observable m being the sum of unorre-
lated random variables, one should observe asymptoti-
ally a Gaussian distribution for utuations of m about
its mean value. If on the other hand m is an extremal
value suh as the largest among a set of unorrelated
random variables, then asymptotially its distribution
3should be that of Gumbel's rst asymptote [45℄. For
ritial systems suh general results do not exist, as, due
to the presene of orrelations at all length-sales, the
order parameter distribution must depend on the preise
details of the interation in this ase. An asymptoti
form of the large-m saling funtion tail was derived in
[42℄, where lose to a ritial point the order parameter
distribution was expeted to fall o like exp−mνˆ with
3 ≤ νˆ ≤ 6, meaning that large deviations of the order
parameter from its mean value are strongly suppressed.
There are two generi families of fragment produ-
tion senarios for whih the seond-order phase transition
has been identied, with two dierent order parameters.
These are
• the fragment multipliity for fragmentation senar-
ios suh as the fragmentation-inativation binary
(FIB) model [46℄.
• the size of the largest luster or fragment in the so-
alled aggregation senarios suh as perolation or
Fisher droplet models [42℄.
Therefore the elimination of one of these two easily mea-
surable experimental quantities as not having the order
parameter ∆-saling behaviour desribed above should
give important information on the fragment prodution
proess, by allowing to exlude one of the two senarios.
III. PRESENTATION OF DATA
A. Experimental details
In order to study as exhaustively as possible the ques-
tion of the existene of an order parameter or other
phase-like behaviour in heavy-ion ollisions, we have
proted from the wide range of very high quality data
whih has been obtained with the INDRA 4pi array
[47, 48, 49℄ at the GANIL (Caen) and GSI (Darmstadt)
aelerator failities. This harged produt detetor ov-
ers about 90% of the 4pi solid angle. The total number
of detetion ells is 336 arranged aording to 17 rings
entred on the beam axis. The rst ring (2o − 3o) was
omposed of 12 fast NE102/NE115 phoswih detetors
during the experiments at the GANIL faility. For the
GSI experiments these were replaed by 12 telesopes
omposed of a 300 µm thik silion detetor and a 14 m
thik CsI(Tl) sintillator. Rings 2 to 9 over the angular
range from 3o to 45o and are made of three detetor lay-
ers: a low pressure gas-ionization hamber (5m of C3F8
at 20 to 50 mbar, depending on the experiment and the
polar angle), a 300 µm thik silion detetor and a 14 to
10 m thik CsI(Tl) sintillator. The remaining 8 rings
over the angular range from 45o to 176o and have two de-
tetion layers: ionization hamber and 7.6 to 5 m thik
CsI(Tl) sintillator. Fragments with Z up to the harge
of the projetile are identied with unit resolution in the
forward region, when they are stopped in the sintillator
detetors. Beyond 45o, the harge resolution is one unit
up to Z = 16, and a few harges for larger Z. Over the
whole angular range, a very good isotope identiation
is obtained for Z = 1 to Z = 3, exept for partiles with
low energies where ambiguities are unresolved.
The energy alibration of the CsI(Tl) sintillators was
obtained for light harged partiles (LCP) by means of
the elasti and inelasti sattering of seondary LCP
beams (p,d,t,
3
He,
4
He) produed by the fragmentation of
a 95A MeV 16O beam in a thik C target. These par-
tiles were then momentum seleted by the alpha mag-
neti spetrometer of GANIL and sattered in a C or
Ta target installed in the INDRA reation hamber. A
typial energy resolution was about 4%. Typial identi-
ation thresholds are a few 100 keV for light partiles,
0.7A MeV for Z = 3, and 1.4A MeV for Z = 35. A om-
plete tehnial desription of INDRA, its alibration and
its eletronis an be found in [47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53℄.
B. Overview of data
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Figure 1: (Color online) Experimental orrelations between
the size of the largest deteted fragment Zmax and the to-
tal transverse energy of light harged partiles divided by the
available .m. energy, for Xe+Sn ollisions. A minimum of
4 well-identied harged partiles was required in the o-line
analysis. Logarithmi ontour levels are shown orresponding
to the number of events (darker tones indiate larger num-
bers).
The data presented here over a wide range of quasi-
symmetri systems studied with the INDRA array, with
dierent total masses and bombarding energies. They
are:
4Ar+KCl 32, 40, 52 and 74A MeV;
Ni+Ni 32, 40, 52, 63, 74, 82 and 90A MeV;
Xe+Sn 25, 32, 39, 45, 50, 65*, 80* and 100*A MeV;
Au+Au 40*, 60* and 80*A MeV.
The systems marked with an asterisk were measured dur-
ing the experimental ampaign at the GSI faility. We
have onentrated on symmetri olliding systems in or-
der to benet from the maximum overall eieny of the
INDRA array in this ase. Before presenting the analy-
sis of this data set in terms of universal utuations we
will give an overview of the hief harateristis of these
reations.
Figure 1 shows experimental data for the Xe+Sn sys-
tem. The ontour plots show the number of events
measured orresponding to eah value of the size of the
largest deteted fragment, Zmax, and of the fration of
the available energy onverted into transverse energy of
light harged partiles, Et12/Eavail. This latter quantity
has been shown [29, 31, 54, 55℄ to be prinipally related
to the geometry of heavy-ion ollisions in this energy do-
main, and is partiularly well-suited to sorting events
measured with the INDRA detetor with little bias, be-
ause the eieny of the array for light harged parti-
le detetion is ≈ 90% whatever the entrality/reation
mehanism. The data shown were reorded with an on-
line trigger requiring that at least four detetors red in
oinidene, while in the o-line analysis we required at
least four orretly identied harged produts in eah
onsidered event. Very similar plots were obtained for
all other data studied in this paper, as for example the
data for the Ni+Ni system shown in Figure 2. They give
an overview of the evolution of reation mehanisms with
beam energy and impat parameter.
For the least violent ollisions (small Et12/Eavail) two
strong ontributions to the total ross-setion are ob-
served, depending on whether the projetile-like fragment
was deteted (Zmax ≈ Zproj) or not (Zmax < 10). For
most of these ollisions the target-like residue is too slow-
moving to be deteted and/or orretly identied by the
INDRA array. With inreasing beam energy, the ontri-
bution from projetile-like fragments appears to derease
in importane. This is due to the inreasingly forward-
foused kinematis of the reations and the smaller graz-
ing angle at higher energy, whih mean that projetile-
like fragments from peripheral ollisions are more likely
to be deeted to angles too small for them to be deteted
in the rst ring of the INDRA array (see III A).
For more entral ollisions (largerEt12/Eavail) the out-
ome of the reation depends on bombarding energy and
the mass of the olliding nulei. For the Xe+Sn sys-
tem at the lowest inident energies (Figures 1a-b), the
ross-setion for all but the most peripheral ollisions is
dominated by events for whih the heaviest deteted frag-
ment has around one half of the harge of the projetile
nuleus, and there is a disontinuous evolution in ross
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Figure 2: (Color online) Experimental orrelations between
the size of the largest deteted fragment Zmax and the total
transverse energy of light harged partiles divided by avail-
able .m. energy, for Ni+Ni ollisions. A minimum of 4 well-
identied harged partiles was required in the o-line anal-
ysis. Logarithmi ontour levels are shown orresponding to
the number of events (darker tones indiate larger numbers).
setion between the most peripheral ollisions and these
events. This is due to the onset of ssion of projetile-like
nulei above a ertain threshold exitation energy whih
is attained in mid-peripheral and more entral reations
[55℄. At higher bombarding energies (Figures 1-d) a
more ontinuous evolution of projetile-like residue size
with the ollision violene is seen. For a lighter system
suh as Ni+Ni (Figures 2a-b) a ontinuous ridge goes
from the most peripheral toward more entral ollisions
showing that the size of the projetile-like residues de-
rease ontinuously with dereasing impat parameter,
as ssion is not a predominant deay hannel even at
high exitation energies for suh light nulei. The or-
relations between Zmax and Et12/Eavail for the Ar+KCl
system (not shown) are very similar to those for Ni+Ni,
whereas for the Au+Au system they resemble those for
Xe+Sn at 50 and 100A MeV exept that for the most
peripheral ollisions a lear ontribution from the ssion
of gold quasiprojetiles is seen.
Finally let us remark the similarity between Figures
1a and 2a, onerning the prodution of heavy residues
at low inident energy. Both gures show that there are
two distint ontributions to the total yield for residues
with Z lose to that of the projetile. The rst was dis-
ussed in the previous paragraph and is due to projetile-
like fragments produed in peripheral ollisions (small
Et12/Eavail values). This is the dominant ontribution.
5Nevertheless there is a seond ontribution whih is as-
soiated with a broad distribution of large residue sizes
Zproj/2 < Zmax . Zproj as well as an equally broad dis-
tribution of Et12/Eavail values orresponding to mid- to
entral ollisions. The appearane of these experimental
orrelations suggests that the mean value of the harge of
the heaviest deteted fragment, < Zmax >, rst dereases
with inreasing ollision violene and then inreases for
the most entral ollisions at the lowest beam energy
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Figure 3: (Color online) The mean harge of the largest frag-
ment deteted in eah event, Zmax, as a funtion of the total
transverse energy of light harged partiles (normalised to the
available entre of mass energy) for Xe+Sn ollisions between
25 and 50A MeV. Vertial bars show the estimated statisti-
al error on the mean. It should be noted that events with
Et12/Eavail & 0.2 orrespond to only 1% of the total mea-
sured ross-setion.
for these two systems.
Aording to Figures 1 and 2 suh reations make a
relatively important ontribution to the prodution of
heavy residues in entral ollisions of Ni+Ni and Xe+Sn
at 32 and 25A MeV respetively. When the inident en-
ergy inreases (40A MeV for Ni+Ni, Figure 2b, and 32A
MeV for Xe+Sn, Figure 1b) the size and yield of the asso-
iated residues derease making this ontribution harder
to distinguish. From Figures 2-d and Figures 1-d it
appears that the ross-setions assoiated with these re-
ations beome very small above ∼ 40A MeV, for the
Ni+Ni system, or above ∼ 32A MeV, for the Xe+Sn sys-
tem (for the Ar+KCl system, not shown here, this on-
tribution is disernible up to 52A MeV). However, more
sensitive analyses (e.g. see below for Xe+Sn) an reveal
the survival of suh reations at higher inident energies.
Figure 3 shows the evolution of < Zmax > with olli-
sion entrality for the Xe+Sn system between 25 and 50A
MeV. It an be seen that the mean harge of the heaviest
fragment produed in eah event inreases with inreas-
ing entrality for 25, 32, and, very slightly, 39A MeV. It
should be noted that this tendeny is observed whether
one onsiders all (Figure 3 left panel) or only well-
measured (right panel - ratio of total deteted harge,
Zdet, to total harge of projetile and target required
to be at least 80%) events. The requirement of well-
measured events reveals the monotonous derease of the
mean harge of projetile-like fragments in peripheral ol-
lisions (Et12/Eavail < 0.1) by exluding from the average
those events where neither target-like nor projetile-like
fragments were deteted (ompare Figure 1).
Figure 4: (Color online) Collisions from the most peripheral
with detetion of a quasi-projetile residue (furthest right-
hand side of the gure) to the most entral (indiated by a
ring) are lassed into bins orresponding to 1% of the total
measured ross setion.
Another way of exluding poorly-measured events is
to keep only those for whih most of the momentum of
the inident beam partiles is reonstruted from the de-
teted nulei. This gate on data has the eet of retaining
all events for whih at least a good reonstrution of the
quasi-projetile residue and produts was obtained, for
the most peripheral ollisions, whilst in the most entral
ollisions we ahieve an almost omplete reonstrution
of the event. In this way we an follow, in Figure 4,
the orrelated evolution of the variane and the mean of
the Zmax distribution as a funtion of ollision violene:
from peripheral ollisions leading to a slightly exited
quasi-projetile (large < Zmax > and small variane) to
the most entral ollisions (indiated by a ring around
the last data point for eah beam energy). Eah point
in this gure orresponds to Et12 uts dened by sliing
the minimum-bias distribution into 100 bins, eah on-
taining an equal number of events. Thus eah point rep-
resents 1% of the measured ross-setion, although due
to our requirement of well-measured events the most pe-
ripheral (least well measured) events are absent. It allows
to see how in the most entral ollisions two dierent be-
haviours are observed depending on the inident beam
energy: below 39A MeV in the 3-5% most entral ol-
lisions the mean harge of the largest fragment atually
begins to inrease again, whilst the orrelation between
this mean value and the variane of the distribution is not
6the same as for the majority of other impat parameters.
This gure suggests that at beam energies .39A
MeV the origin of the heaviest fragment is not the same
in entral ollisions as for the rest of the reations. The
inrease of < Zmax > for the most entral ollisions at
these energies suggests a ontribution from (inomplete)
fusion reations where the heaviest fragment deteted is
an evaporation residue. The disappearane of this phe-
nomenon for &39A MeV an be interpreted as signalling
the disappearane of fusion-evaporation residues, and
marking the onset either of fusion-multifragmentation
[34℄ or of transpareny in entral ollisions (inomplete
stopping) [30, 56, 57℄.
IV. ANALYSIS OF DATA IN TERMS OF
UNIVERSAL FLUCTUATIONS
A. Seletion of entral ollisions
We begin our analysis by extending the results of [44℄,
for entral ollisions of Xe+Sn, to a wider range of sys-
tems measured with the INDRA multidetetor array. As
was disussed in Se. I, the analysis of universal u-
tuations in multifragmentation data does not require to
know (or to suppose) how fragments are formed. However
the omparison of events with very dierent ollision ge-
ometries is unlikely to give meaningful results. Therefore
we will limit our study to very entral ollisions for whih
the geometrial overlap between projetile and target is
as lose as possible to total. The need to selet equiva-
lent lasses of events for a large range of system masses
and beam energies with as little dependene as possible
on detetor eieny led us to use the total transverse
energy of light harged partiles, Et12.
The sorting variable Et12 has been studied speially
for the INDRA detetor [31, 58℄. It was shown that, for
a given projetile-target system, the minimum-bias in-
lusive distributions of Et12 for dierent beam energies
sale as a funtion of the available entre of mass energy,
onsistent with Et12 being mainly sensitive to the geom-
etry of the ollisions, i.e. that it is a good indiator of
ollision entrality. Moreover, as it was pointed out in
Se. III B, the eieny of the INDRA detetor for light
harged partiles is almost independent of the type of re-
ation under study, allowing to use this variable to sort
all data onsidered in this paper in the same way.
In addition, in this way we avoid any diret link be-
tween the studied observables (size of the largest frag-
ment in eah event and fragment multipliity) and the
variable used for the seletion of events. We are there-
fore in the best possible situation to avoid distortion of
the data due to autoorrelations with the experimental
lter [15℄.
The data analysed in the following with the largest
values of Et12 orrespond to 1% of the total number of
events reorded during the experiment with a minimum-
bias ondition (b < 0.1bmax in the geometrial approx-
imation of [59℄ where the maximum impat parameter
bmax is smaller than the sum of the radii of projetile and
target due to the experimental trigger ondition). We
were able to hek whether the largest deteted harged
fragment of eah event is really the largest, using the
total deteted harge of the event, Ztot.
B. Establishing an order parameter for nulear
multifragmentation with no model-dependent
hypotheses
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Figure 5: (Color online) Data for the total multipliity of
harged produts with Z ≥ 1, Mtot, for well-measured entral
ollisions of Xe+Sn (b < 0.1bmax, Zdet ≥ 0.8(Zproj + Ztarg)).
(a) Log-log plot of the variane versus the squared mean value
of the distribution of Mtot for eah bombarding energy. The
straight line represents Eq. 2 with ∆ = 1
2
. (b) Experimental
distributions of Mtot expressed in the variables of the seond
saling law, i.e. Equation 1 with ∆ = 1
2
. The dashed urve is
a Gaussian t to all the data.
Generi models of luster prodution may be lassed
into two types. The rst, the lass of "fragmentation"
senarios in whih a system is broken up by a series of
binary splittings or some other physial proess, has for
its order parameter the number or multipliity of lus-
ters. For suh models, it is the multipliity whih ex-
hibits dierent ∆-saling regimes if the system has dier-
ent phases. The seond lass of models, in whih lusters
are built up by "aggregation" of smaller onstituents, has
for its order parameter the size of the largest luster. As
INDRA does not measure the mass but only the atomi
number of fragments, we will assume in the following that
the largest fragment of eah event orresponds to Zmax,
the fragment with the largest atomi number.
Figure 5 shows the data for the total multipliity of
harged produts with Z ≥ 1, Mtot, for entral ollisions
of Xe+Sn from 25 to 100AMeV. In Figure 5a we plot the
natural logarithm of the variane of the measured Mtot
distributions as a funtion of the natural logarithm of the
square of the mean value. The estimated statistial errors
of these quantities are smaller than the symbols used. If
utuations obey the universal saling law Eq. 2, then
the data must fall on a straight line of slope ∆ in this
plot. It an be seen in Figure 5a that this is true to a fair
approximation, and that the variane of the multipliity
7distribution grows with inreasing bombarding energy as
< Mtot >.
Figure 5b shows that the multipliity distributions for
dierent bombarding energies ollapse to a unique distri-
bution (saling funtion) when expressed in terms of the
seond saling law (Equation 1 with∆ = 12 ), as suggested
by Figure 5a. It should be noted that examination of an
observable's saling properties in this way is far more
onstraining than that of Fig. 5a, when the statistis
of the data samples allow it. The observed saling fun-
tion is very well approximated by a Gaussian distribution
(dashed urve on the gure). The saling properties of
total multipliity utuations are therefore the same for
all bombarding energies in the range 25100AMeV. This
is true not only for the Xe+Sn data but also for all the
data we have studied in this paper: see for example the
data for
58
Ni+
58
Ni ollisions in Figure 7a. Therefore the
total multipliity of harged partiles for entral olli-
sions in this energy range does not show any evidene of
'anomalous' or 'ritial' behaviour.
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Figure 6: (Color online) As Figure 5 but now for the multipli-
ity of fragments with Z ≥ 3, MZ≥3. (b) Data for bombarding
energies 3265A MeV expressed in the variables of the seond
saling law, i.e. Equation 1 with ∆ = 1
2
.
The multipliity Mtot is dominated by the multipliity
of light harged partiles, MLCP , whih is typially 34
times greater than the multipliity of IMF (Z ≥ 3). How-
ever, similar onlusions as forMtot an be drawn for the
IMF multipliity, MZ≥3, for whih the Xe+Sn data are
presented in Figure 6, the Ni+Ni data in Figure 7b. Fig-
ure 6a shows that the widths of MZ≥3 distributions for
Xe+Sn at bombarding energies 32 to 65A MeV inrease
with the mean multipliity aording to a ∆ = 12 saling
law, and this is onrmed by Figure 6b. The width for
the 25A MeV system falls below this systemati trend,
whih may indiate that this energy is lose to the thresh-
old for multifragmentation in entral ollisions (the mean
multipliity for this system is approximately 3 fragments
with Z ≥ 3), leading to redued utuations of the frag-
ment multipliity. Reent data obtained with INDRA for
the same system at bombarding energies from 8 to 20A
MeV will allow to study this point in more detail.
Nevertheless the multipliity of fragments does show
some slightly more interesting features than Mtot: let us
remark the bak-bending in Figure 6a for bombarding
energies > 65A MeV, indiating the derease of mean
fragment multipliity at the highest bombarding energies.
The same behaviour is seen more learly in Figure 7b for
Ni+Ni ollisions above 52A MeV. Let us note in passing
that the available energy for the maximum of fragment
prodution in the Ni+Ni system is here muh lower (13A
MeV) than that reported in [60℄ (17.5A MeV).
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Figure 7: (Color online) Data for well-measured entral olli-
sions of Ni+Ni (b < 0.1bmax, Zdet > 0.8(Zproj + Ztarg)). (a)
Distributions of Mtot expressed in the variables of the seond
saling law, i.e. Equation 1 with ∆ = 1
2
. The dashed urve
refers to a global Gaussian t to the data (dashed urve). (b)
Log-log plot of the variane versus the squared mean value
of the distribution of fragment multipliity, MZ≥3, for eah
bombarding energy.
This type of rise and fall behaviour has been observed
in many dierent data sets [3, 4, 5, 60℄. The absolute
value of the maximum mean multipliity and the en-
ergy at whih it ours in entral ollisions are not only
system-dependent [60℄ but also seletion-dependent [15℄
and detetor-dependent. It should be noted that in the
framework of the universal utuations theory this rise
and fall is not onsistent with the fragment multipliity
being an order parameter. Rather, in the energy domain
for whih utuations of MZ≥3 show a regular saling
behaviour (3265A MeV for Xe+Sn), it an be seen that
this saling is always of the seond kind (∆ = 12 ) and in
this domain the multipliity distributions all ollapse to
a unique, quasi-Gaussian saling funtion (Figure 6b).
Therefore, neither the total harged multipliity nor
the fragment multipliity have utuations whih indi-
ate the presene of dierent phases for entral olli-
sions in this energy range. It should be noted, however,
that we annot exlude the possibility of a dierent be-
haviour of observables to whih we do not have aess
in this data, for example the true total multipliity in-
luding neutrons. Neither does our result exlude the
possibility that in other fragmentation reations, e.g. at
higher bombarding energies and/or in spetator deays
rather than entral ollisions, the total or fragment mul-
tipliity may be the pertinent order parameter. For our
data on entral ollisions between 25 and 100AMeV how-
ever we will from now on only onsider the other possible
order parameter for fragmentation, the size of the largest
fragment.
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Figure 8: (Color online) As Figure 5 (well-measured entral
Xe+Sn ollisions) but for the harge Zmax of the heaviest
fragment deteted event-by-event, and ∆ = 1.
Looking at the log-log plot of the rst two umulant
moments of Zmax (Figure 8a) we an suspet some evo-
lution of the saling behaviour of this observable's u-
tuations with inreasing beam energy: the data do not
appear to fall on a single straight line, but rather seem
to be grouped into two branhes with dierent slopes.
Although most of the data in Figure 8a lie lose to a line
of slope ∆ = 1, this does not orrespond to a univer-
sal saling law, as all data in Figure 8b do not ollapse
onto a single universal urve under the rst saling law
(Equation 1 with ∆ = 1). This onrms that there is a
hange in the saling behaviour of Zmax utuations with
inreasing energy. The harge of the largest fragment
in eah event, and not the fragment multipliity, seems
therefore to be a good andidate for the order param-
eter of multifragmentation in entral ollisions at these
energies.
C. Evolution of the saling behaviour of order
parameter utuations with inident energy
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Figure 9: (Color online) (a) Zmax distributions for Xe+Sn
ollisions at 2539AMeV, saled aording to Equation 1 with
∆ given by a linear t to the data of Figure 8a of the form
σ ∼< m >∆. The dashed urve is a best t to saled data
using a Gaussian distribution. (b) As (a) but for bombarding
energies 39100AMeV. The dashed urve is a best t to saled
data using the Gumbel distribution, Eq.5.
Figure 8b shows that the saled Zmax distributions for
Xe+Sn ollisions from 45AMeV upwards are nearly iden-
tial even in the large-Zmax tails whih are 2 orders of
magnitude less probable than the most probable value of
Zmax. The 39A MeV data an also be inluded in this
group if the small dierenes in the tail of the distribu-
tion are negleted. However, the 32AMeV distribution is
learly signiantly narrower, while the distribution for
25A MeV is evidently of a dierent form, as an be seen
both in the tails and around the maximum (see om-
ments on the omparison of experimental distributions
with this tehnique in Se.II).
Using the values of ∆ extrated from Fig.8a using a
linear t to the two 'branhes' (25-39A MeV and 39-
100A MeV) we nd a good saling of distributions using
σ ∼< Zmax >
1/2
at the lowest beam energies (Figure 9a),
whereas for the higher energies the utuations of the
size of the largest fragment inrease like σ ∼< Zmax >
(Figure 9b). An approximately equally good saling for
39A MeV data is ahieved in both ases, and this energy
may be onsidered as lose to a transition between the
two regimes. Figure 9 also shows that the shape of the
saling funtion hanges with inreasing beam energy: it
is nearly Gaussian at low energy (the dashed urved in
Figure 9a represents a best t to all data with a Gaussian
distribution), but at higher energies it is rather asymmet-
ri with a near-exponential tail for Zmax greater than its
most probable value (see Se. IVE).
These observations establish the size (or harge) of the
largest fragment as the most likely order parameter for
fragment prodution in entral ollisions in this energy
range. They also show that data an be assigned to one
of two regimes depending on the ∆-saling properties
of this order parameter. At low energies systems obey
the seond-saling law assoiated with an ordered phase,
while at higher energies the rst-saling law is observed,
typial of a disordered phase (large utuations) [42℄. It
should be noted that these regimes are dened, not by
the average size of the largest fragment produed for a
given inident energy (whih would be a typial way to
dene e.g. liquid and gas phases), but rather by the way
in whih the utuations of this quantity evolve om-
pared to its mean value. The identiation of the largest
fragment size as order parameter also indiates some sim-
ilarity between fragment prodution in entral ollisions
and the aggregation models with the seond-order phase
transition mentioned in Se. II, whereas the monotonous
behaviour of total and fragment multipliities exludes
shattering fragmentation models suh as FIB [46℄.
Another, not neessarily inompatible, interpretation
of the dierent ∆ regimes is suggested by Fig. 4. As we
remarked in Se. III B this gure suggests that at beam
energies .39A MeV the heaviest fragment in entral ol-
lisions is an evaporation residue of an (inomplete) fusion
reation. The data presented in Fig. 8a for inident ener-
gies 25-50AMeV orrespond to the points highlighted by
a irle in Fig. 4. Therefore the transition from a ∆ ∼ 12
to a ∆ ∼ 1 branh an be interpreted as being linked
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Figure 10: (Color online) As Figure 8 but for ollisions of
Ni+Ni from 32 to 90A MeV bombarding energy.
to the disappearane of fusion-evaporation residues, and
signalling either the onset of fusion-multifragmentation
(phase transition) or the onset of transpareny in entral
ollisions (inomplete stopping).
It should be noted that the transition energy of around
39A MeV for the Xe+Sn system is slightly higher than
that found in [44℄ (32AMeV). This is due to the dierent
method of seletion of 'entral ollisions'. In this paper
we dene entral ollisions based on the amount of en-
ergy deposited into the light harged partiles' degrees
of freedom (Et12). As we are dealing with nite sys-
tems this redues the energy available for the fragment
degrees of freedom, due to energy onservation. This is
onsistent with the fat that when entral ollisions are
seleted based on fragment degrees of freedom (the frag-
ment kineti energy ow angle seletion of [28, 34, 61℄)
the multifragmentation regime is observed at lower ini-
dent energy for the same system (32A MeV for Xe+Sn
in [35℄), as is the transition to the ∆ = 1 saling regime.
The observed saling properties of Zmax utuations
are onrmed by the Ni+Ni data, as shown by Figure 10
and Figure 11. Most data follow a ∆ ≈ 1 saling law
for Zmax utuations, exept at the lowest energies. The
data do not all ollapse to a single saling funtion in
terms of a ∆ = 1 law (Figure 10b), but only for bom-
barding energies E ≥ 52A MeV (Figure 11b). The simi-
larity between the saling funtions observed for the two
dierent systems should be noted, both in the ordered
(∆ ∼ 12 ) and disordered (∆ ∼ 1) regimes (Figures 9 &
11 and Table I).
D. System-size dependene of energy of transition
from ordered to disordered regime
We observe for the Xe+Sn and Ni+Ni data that the
energy ranges orresponding to the dierent regimes are
not the same for two systems of dierent total mass, the
transition ourring around 39A MeV for Xe+Sn and
52A MeV for Ni+Ni. The disordered regime begins at
lower inident (or available) energy for the heavier sys-
tem. This tendeny is onrmed by the data for Ar+KCl
and Au+Au (gures 12 and 13). The former has a total
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Figure 11: (Color online) (a) Zmax distributions for Ni+Ni
ollisions at 3252AMeV, saled aording to Equation 1 with
∆ given by a linear t of the form σ ∼< m >∆. The dashed
line is a best t using a Gaussian distribution. (b) As (a) but
for energies 5290A MeV. The dashed line is a best t using
the Gumbel distribution, Eq.5.
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Figure 12: (Color online) As Figure 8 but for ollisions of
Ar+KCl from 32 to 74A MeV bombarding energy.
mass smaller than both Xe+Sn and Ni+Ni. The largest
fragments produed in entral ollisions of
36
Ar+KCl fol-
low quite losely a ∆ ∼ 12 saling behaviour for beam
energies up to at least 52A MeV (Figure 12a), while
the data for 74A MeV, whih deviate from the overall
trend, may indiate a transition to the ∆ ∼ 1 regime
ours somewhere between these last two available data
points. The data for 3252A MeV exhibit very similar
near-Gaussian probability distributions. Although we
an not have muh ondene in a saling law estab-
lished for only two data points let us remark in passing
that the saling behaviour observed for data at 52 and
74AMeV is approximately a ∆ ∼ 1 saling with a saling
funtion of a form similar to that observed for the other
disordered regime data, indiating that the transition
energy for this system is probably somewhere between 52
and 74A MeV, higher than for the heavier systems.
On the other hand, for the muh heavier
197
Au+
197
Au
system a ∆ = 1 saling law is observed for utuations
of the size of the largest fragment in eah event for all
studied beam energies (Figure 13). Even at the lowest
energy (40A MeV) the saling of the entire Zmax dis-
tribution with the other energies is exellent. For this
system it may be that the beam energy of the transition
10
from the ∆ = 12 regime, if it exists, to ∆ = 1 ours at a
lower energy than the lowest energy available for study
in our data, whih may explain why we do not observe an
ordered regime for this system. Of ourse it is equally
possible that no suh regime exists for this system. In-
deed, following the interpretation of Se.IVC in terms
of the disappearane of fusion-evaporation residues, we
would not expet fusion to our for a system as heavy
as Au+Au at any inident energy.
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Figure 13: (Color online) As Figure 8 but for ollisions of
Au+Au from 40 to 80A MeV bombarding energy.
We therefore observe that the bombarding energy (or
available energy) at whih there is a transition from the
ordered to the disordered regime dereases with in-
reasing total mass of the system under study. This is
represented in Figure 14. If one interprets our results in
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Figure 14: Dependene on bombarding energy and total sys-
tem mass of the frontier between the two ∆-saling regimes
observed in this work for very entral ollisions.
the framework of the universal utuations theory, i.e.
in terms of a 2nd order phase transition, one would ex-
pet the energy at whih one phase is replaed by the
other to be related to the ritial temperature of the or-
responding system. The denition of this quantity for
nite, harged, systems suh as nulei has reeived muh
theoretial attention. On the one hand, in the absene
of Coulomb fores, a pseudo-ritial temperature (or-
responding to a large peak in the nite system spei
heat) may be dened whih is smaller than the innite
matter value TC , and inreases as the size of the system
approahes the innite matter limit [62℄. On the other
hand, alulations inluding the Coulomb repulsion show
that the maximum temperature that an equilibrated hot
nuleus an support , Tlim, dereases for heavier nulei,
due to their inreasing nulear harge [63℄. A reent sys-
temati study of a wide range of data on so-alled alori
urves by Natowitz et al [64℄ has shown that the tem-
perature and exitation energy at whih a plateau is ob-
served in these urves dereases with inreasing mass of
the primary exited nuleus, and that suh behaviour
is onsistent with theoretial preditions for the limiting
temperatures, Tlim.
In the present analysis we hose not to study this ques-
tion in more detail, as to do so would require: (i) to
show that the fragment prodution is thermally-driven;
(ii) to identify the thermal (sub-)system in eah ase;
and (iii) to dedue the mass, harge, exitation energy
and temperature of this (sub-)system. Eah step would
require us to make important hypotheses about the for-
mation and deay properties of fragments in the olli-
sions under study, taking us far from our initial goal of
determining as muh information as possible on the na-
ture of fragment prodution with a minimum number
of suppositions. Moreover, the observed eet, whih
depends on the entrane hannel total mass and avail-
able/bombarding energy may have a ompletely dierent
origin. Therefore we will limit ourselves to the observa-
tion that the transition from ordered to disordered
regime takes plae at a lower available energy for sys-
tems of greater total mass.
E. Detailed study of the form of the saling
funtions
The results of the analysis for all the systems pre-
sented here are summarized in Table I. Systems have
been grouped aording to their observed ∆-saling be-
haviour, ∆ ∼ 12 at the lowest beam energies and ∆ ∼ 1
at the highest. In order to get some quantitative infor-
mation on the form of the saling funtion in eah ase,
we alulated the overall oeient of skewness, γ, and
the kurtosis, κ, for eah system in eah regime, using the
following denitions [65℄
γ =
< z3(∆) >
σ3
(3)
κ =
< z4(∆) >
σ4
− 3 (4)
Larger skewness values indiate more asymmetri distri-
butions, while the kurtosis measures the deviation of the
distribution from the Gaussian form (κ = 0 being a per-
fet Gaussian). The values shown in the table onrm
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Table I: Flutuation saling exponent ∆, oeient of skewness γ, kurtosis κ, χ2 for global ts to data with Gaussian (∆ ∼ 1
2
)
and Gumbel (∆ ∼ 1) distributions, and saling funtion tail exponent νˆ(χ2) (see Setion II), for the saling funtions shown in
Figures 9, 11, 12 and 13.
System Einc (AMeV) ∆ γ κ χ
2 νˆ(χ2)
Xe+Sn 2539 0.48 0.45 0.66 27 
Ni+Ni 3252 0.61 0.48 0.64 72 
Ar+KCl 3252+ 0.46 0.33 0.64 63 
Au+Au 4080 1.00 0.83 1.39 1.8 0.92±.09(1.3)
Xe+Sn 39100 0.89 0.85 1.20 11 1.20±.03(1.2)
Ni+Ni 5290 0.88 0.84 1.30 45 1.54±.04(7)
our observation that the higher-energy, ∆ ∼ 1-saling
data present more asymmetri, less Gaussian probabil-
ity distributions than those at lower energy. It an also
be seen that, quantitatively, the saling funtions or-
responding to the two regimes for systems of dierent
masses have very similar forms, onrming the fat that
data for dierent systems do indeed ollapse on to a sin-
gle distribution.
In the ordered regime the utuations of the size of
the largest fragment show a signiant deviation from a
Gaussian distribution, on the ontrary to the near-perfet
Gaussian distributions that we observe for total and frag-
ment multipliities (Figures 5, 6 and 7). For the disor-
dered regime the deviation from the Gaussian form is
large and the shape of the distribution funtion is well
reprodued by a Gumbel distribution,
Φ(z∆) ∼ exp−
(
z − e−z
)
(5)
This is shown by the dashed urves in Figures 9b and
11b, and the grey urve in Figure 13b, whih represent
the best ts to these data using Equation 5. The overall
agreement an be seen to be quite good, and exellent for
the Au+Au data where χ2 = 1.8 is ahieved. Some sig-
niant deviations an be seen however in the tail of the
distributions for the lighter systems Ni+Ni and Xe+Sn:
the data seem to have a faster-than-exponential fall-o
for large (positive) utuations about the mean value.
To onrm this in a quantitative manner we performed
ts to the tails of these funtions with the asymptoti
saling funtion form exp−zνˆ (see Table I). They show
that the exponent νˆ is very lose to 1 for the Au+Au data,
onrming the observation of an exponential tail ompat-
ible with the Gumbel distribution, while for Ni+Ni and
Xe+Sn data we nd 1 < νˆ < 2. Let us remark in passing
that, just as ∆ seems to inrease toward the asymptoti
value of 1 with inreasing system mass in the disordered
regime, it is possible that νˆ also has a systemati mass
dependene, and dereases towards an asymptoti value
of 1 (exponential tail) for the heaviest system.
We have learly and quantitatively established the
form of the saling funtions in the two regimes, and in
the data presented here we do not observe any deviation
from these anonial forms, quasi-Gaussian at low en-
ergy and quasi-Gumbel at high energy. We do not, there-
fore, have any information on the nature of the transition
between the two regimes: as we disussed in Setion II
we annot be ertain of the form of the saling funtion
at the ritial point, but one may see a sharp derease
of the large-z tails (faster than exp−z2), or an order pa-
rameter distribution (OPD) with an exponential large-z
tail but signiantly dierent from the Gumbel distribu-
tion around the maximum and below [66℄. On the other
hand, for a rst-order phase transition with a passage
through the oexistene region, although the saling be-
haviour of the OPD is not well established [42, 67℄, by
denition in this ase the order parameter should present
a bimodal (double-humped or very wide) distribution.
More detailed study of existing and new data around the
transition energy of 39A MeV (for the Xe+Sn system)
may yet reveal suh features.
F. Dependene of the observed saling behaviour
on the violene/entrality of ollisions
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Figure 15: (Color online) As Figure 8, but for ollisions with
an estimated entrality of b < 0.2bmax.
The results presented above ome from a wide-ranging
set of data onerning dierent system energies and
masses, but they represent only 1% of the total mea-
sured ross-setion due to our entrality ut. The repre-
sentativity of the observed saling behaviour is far from
ertain in this ase, as it is well known that data se-
leted by uts in distribution tails are prone to serious
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autoorrelation eets due to onservation laws [15, 68℄.
We therefore have to study the dependene of our nd-
ings on the stritness of our entrality uts. In Figure 15
the data for the same Xe+Sn ollisions as in Figure 9b
have been analyzed with a slightly relaxed entrality ut,
b < 0.2bmax. The eet on the apparent value of ∆ an
be seen from the umulant moments plot, Figure 15a: re-
laxing the entrality ondition gives an apparent saling
law with a smaller value of ∆, whih is here ∆ ≈ 0.85 in-
stead of ∆ = 0.89 (see Table I). A similar dependene on
the estimated entrality of ollisions was observed in [44℄,
and interpreted in terms of a smaller exitation energy
of fragmenting systems in less entral ollisions. How-
ever, as Figure 15b shows, the ∆-saling atually begins
to break down for these less entral data, as an be seen
in the high-z(∆) tail of the saling funtion.
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Figure 16: (Color online) As Figure 15, but for ollisions with
an estimated entrality of b < 0.4bmax.
If the entrality ondition is relaxed even further,
b < 0.4bmax (Figure 16), we rst observe that now ap-
parently all of the data for Xe+Sn is ompatible with
an approximate seond-saling law (∆ = 0.58), without
any hange of saling regime between 25 and 100A MeV.
However we an not assign the data to a single ordered
regime beause in fat this is not true ∆-saling: the
dierent distributions no longer ollapse to a universal
urve (Figure 16b).
Therefore we observe universal utuations and be-
haviour of the Zmax observable ompatible with it be-
ing an order parameter for nulear multifragmentation
only for very entral ollisions of symmetri systems for
whih one may suppose a near-to-total overlap of the
projetile and target in the entrane hannel. We have
not, up to now, observed an equivalent saling for quasi-
projetile residues in mid-peripheral to peripheral olli-
sions. This may be beause in suh reations the frag-
ment prodution is far more sensitive to entrane hannel
eets, whih vary greatly as a funtion of the olliding
nulei and their energies. If so, a meaningful omparison
between dierent systems is harder to ahieve, at least
with our rather global approah. In head-on ollisions,
on the other hand, the fragmentation of the projetile
and target may be virtually a statistial (although not
neessarily thermal) proess, far less sensitive to the de-
tails of the reation, and therefore more amenable to re-
veal features whih are independent of the system under
study.
V. SUMMARY
We have studied nulear multifragmentation data ob-
tained with the INDRA 4pi array for ollisions of symmet-
ri systems of total mass Atot ∼ 75− 400 at bombarding
energies from 25 to 100AMeV. Using the total transverse
energy of light harged partiles, Et12, as a measure of
ollision violene, we dedued the evolution of these re-
ations with beam energy, impat parameter and system
size from the experimentally measured orrelations be-
tween the harge of the largest fragment deteted in eah
event, Zmax, and Et12. For all data presented in this
work these orrelations are dominated by reations lead-
ing to a projetile-like fragment whose size dereases with
inreasing ollision violene. In the ase of the heavi-
est projetiles (Xe, Au) ssion of the moderately exited
quasi-projetile modify this piture. For higher exita-
tion energies the opening of the quasi-projetile multi-
fragmentation hannel may exhibit a bimodal behaviour
whih has been evidened [69℄ in seleting omplete de-
tetion events. On the other hand, in entral ollisions
for a few perent of the measured ross-setion heavy
residues are produed in the systems Ar+KCl, Ni+Ni
and Xe+Sn, suggesting inomplete fusion of projetile
and target, for beam energies whih are not too high
(≤ 52AMeV for Ar+KCl, ≤ 40AMeV for Ni+Ni, ≤ 32A
MeV for Xe+Sn).
Using a model-independent analysis based on the the-
ory of universal utuations of the order parameter for
nite systems, we tested the most violent ollisions for
signals that the fragment prodution may be related to
a phase transition. Following the results of [44℄ we rst
onrmed that, of the two possible order parameters for
a ritial fragmentation proess, it is the harge (size)
of the largest fragment, Zmax, and not the total or IMF
multipliities Mtot or MZ≥3, whih has a behaviour of
the saling properties of its utuations ompatible with
its being an order parameter for a ritial fragmenta-
tion proess. Indeed, we have shown that the event-by-
event distribution of Zmax allows to sort data into two
utuation-saling regimes dened by the value of the
saling exponent ∆, whih is approximately equal to 12
at low energies and tends towards the asymptoti value 1
at high energies with inreasing total system size. These
regimes are equally well haraterised by a distintive
form of the saling funtion Φ(z(∆)). At low energies
this funtion, although more symmetri than that seen
at higher energy, is signiantly dierent from the Gaus-
sian form. The deviation is quantitatively the same for
the three dierent-sized systems (Ar+KCl, Ni+Ni and
Xe+Sn) for whih we observed this low-energy regime.
In the high-energy regime the saling funtion is more
asymmetri and tends towards the asymptoti form of the
Gumbel distribution with inreasing system mass. This
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evolution onerns mainly the large-Zmax tail of the dis-
tribution whih falls o more slowly for heavier systems,
beoming exponential. For the Au+Au system Φ(z(∆))
is an almost perfet Gumbel distribution.
The bombarding energy at whih the passage from one
regime to the other is situated dereases as the total sys-
tem mass (and harge) inreases. This is the ontrary
of the expeted behaviour if this transition were related
to the ritial temperature of the systems under study,
whih would inrease with the mass, but is on the other
hand onsistent with the observation of dereasing limit-
ing temperatures for nite nulei [64℄ due to the inrease
in Coulomb energy for heavy nulei. However, we an
only speulate whether this is the reason for our obser-
vation, as our analysis does not depend on any model
of fragment prodution suh as supposing it to be equili-
brated or thermally-driven, and therefore it does not give
any information on whether these onditions are met or
not. On the other hand, data strongly suggest that the
dependene on entrane hannel mass and bombarding
energy of the two regimes is losely linked to the disap-
pearane of heavy residues in entral ollisions.
Although this analysis allows to establish the existene
of two distint regimes in multifragmentation reations
based on the saling properties of the utuations of the
largest fragment, it has not given any information on
the passage from one regime to the other. In the data
studied so far we observe only order parameter distribu-
tions whih are ompatible with weakly-orrelated sys-
tems, i.e. far from the ritial point. It may be that the
general survey of a wide range of data presented here is
not suiently detailed to reveal suh features, or that
data taken in small bombarding energy steps around the
transition energy is neessary to trak the evolution of
the order parameter distribution. Suh additional data
for the Xe+Sn system have been measured reently and
are urrently under analysis. It is our feeling that the
present work onstitutes a solid basis for further study of
the question of ritiality in nulear multifragmentation
data.
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